**Admor: The Complete package**

Dr Josh Heap has a full service office essentials company that knows the dental industry inside out! While other companies can meet only your basic stationery requirements, he can help you practice with everything from dental specific products such as appointment cards to bespoke dental stations.

"Not only did I purchase my stationary, bunker waste from Admor, but I also engaged the services of their design team. They are flexible and accommodating to use with a tremendous range of products and the service I received was excellent!"

For more information contact Admor at support@admor.co.uk or by calling 01903 858 910 www.admor.co.uk

**Biocare: All-on-4™ from Nobel Biocare**

"For many dental practitioners Nobel All-on-4™ system can help you achieve this.

Sullivan is experienced in treating nervous patients with a range of techniques and equipment to make the procedure as comfortable as possible. Should they want, referred patients are provided with a set of headphones and a wide selection of films to watch during the procedure.

"Dr Dattani can provide expert treatments from surgery only prosthesis as sinus grafts, bone grafts, guided bone regeneration and ridge expansions, to moderate cases straight away. Delegates also benefit from a 30-day trial of materials, allowing us to provide an invaluable service to our customers. The NobelProcera™ is also easy to use and would certainly recommend it to others."

"All NobelProcera™ frameworks and copings are covered against breakage and under a comprehensive warrantee for five years. All NobelProcera™ frameworks and copings are covered against breakage and under a comprehensive warrantee for five years."

"Why not take the opportunity to acquaint yourself with the latest cutting edge technology, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of different systems and to develop your own ideas."

For further information please contact: Olle Larsson, Managing Director, Directa;
Phone: +46-8-505 555 76 Mobile: +46-70 593 483 E-mail: olle.larsson@directadental.com
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**OPRDrenchTM**

OPRDrenchTM Ortho Gold orthodontic sports guards are specifically designed for wearers of fixed braces. Designed with patented state-of-the-art technology this self-fit mouldable mouthguard provides a unique inner channel to ensure the patient is protected in the event of any self-fit orthodontic mishap in the mouth. The tough outer shell provides superior protection while the inner channel houses the braces and provides maximum comfort. Stretch zones around the mouth for an efficient fit and a fast recovery. In many cases, the entire treatment will be completed within just one day. Nobel Biocare’s All-on-4™ system can help you achieve this.

"You work hard in your practice to keep your patients happy but do you think that you could also offer your patients something different? The PastaMania system can help you do just this."

**Kendlent® Primary**

The revolutionary wedge that protects adjacent teeth now available for larger preparations Stockholm, Sweden February 28, 2011 – The Swedish dental company Directa AB introduces Luxator® RootPicker, a new professional dental instrument specifically designed in cooperation with renowned Dr Domenico Massironi. The new FenderWedge® Prep is for larger preparations such as crowns, veneers and bridges. "It is inserted as a combination of proximal to the adjacent tooth to be protected. The provided for a faster and safer preparation with optimal vision and access, thus very time efficient. FenderWedge® Prep is ideal for all larger preparations including crowns, veneers and bridges.

For further information please contact: Olle Larsson, Managing Director, Directa;
Phone: +46-8-505 555 76 Mobile: +46-70 593 483 E-mail: olle.larsson@directadental.com

Lunch and Learn with EndoCare
The specialists at EndoCare, located on Harley Street, in Fitzrovia and Waterloo regularly visit dental practices in and around the capital to discuss cases with peers and enjoy an informal lunch at times convenient to them.

"Back at their own practices, EndoCare’s carefully selected tips and techniques are often mentioned by other practitioners in relation to similar cases."

"The NobelProcera™ transforms dental technology, making it easier than ever before to create detailed, true to life restorations. Straight Tip or Petite EndoCare’s carefully selected tips and techniques are often mentioned by other practitioners in relation to similar cases."

"Why not take the opportunity to acquaint yourself with the latest cutting edge technology, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of different systems and to develop your own ideas."

For further information please contact: Olle Larsson, Managing Director, Directa;
Phone: +46-8-505 555 76 Mobile: +46-70 593 483 E-mail: olle.larsson@directadental.com

"Molar RootPickers from Luxator (short and stable) comes in two sizes, a regular wedge and the unique boat-shaped tip simplifies the insertion and allows the gingiva to be compressed without damaging the root of the tooth. The boat-shaped tip will then act as a gude for the filling material. FenderMate® Primary is available in a range of sizes and shapes and is ideal for all primary teeth. The product is available in two sizes: in Caucasian and in Latin American, the unique boat-shaped tip allows for a more accurate fit and a faster preparation with optimal vision and access, thus very time efficient. FenderWedge® Prep is ideal for all larger preparations such as crowns, veneers and bridges."

For further information please contact: Olle Larsson, Managing Director, Directa;
Phone: +46-8-505 555 76 Mobile: +46-70 593 483 E-mail: olle.larsson@directadental.com

"Why not take the opportunity to acquaint yourself with the latest cutting edge technology, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of different systems and to develop your own ideas."
Corndal

Amongst the UK population the number one reason for choosing a mouthwash is for fresh breath. For non-obligation, expert advice and a full on-site survey, dental professionals can contact the team on 0800 975 7530. For more information contact: Christine Bowness, Sales & Marketing Manager, sales@prestigemedical.co.uk

Prestige Medical announces faster cycles with the launch of Optima® an autoclave with four times greater decontamination power!

The new Optima autoclave from Prestige Medical is claimed to be capable of processing up to four times as many instruments as other leading autoclaves on the market, revolutionising the decontamination process. Danny Taylor, Co-founder and Managing Director of Prestige Medical believes its new Optima is exactly the right product at the right time.

Study shows that the autoclaving part of the process creates a bottle neck. This is because large numbers of instruments have to be sterilised in each batch. Many autoclaves with relatively long cycle times. Prestige Medical believes they will solve this problem with Optima®’s innovative design which is able to sterilise a full 6kg vacuum load in just 23 minutes. Optima is a considerable improvement on existing autoclaves with relatively long cycle times. Prestige Medical believes they will solve this problem with Optima®’s innovative design which is able to sterilise a full 6kg vacuum load in just 23 minutes. Optima is a considerable improvement on existing autoclaves with relatively long cycle times. Prestige Medical believes they will solve this problem with Optima®’s innovative design which is able to sterilise a full 6kg vacuum load in just 23 minutes. Optima is a considerable improvement on existing autoclaves with relatively long cycle times. Prestige Medical believes they will solve this problem with Optima®’s innovative design which is able to sterilise a full 6kg vacuum load in just 23 minutes. Optima is a considerable improvement on existing autoclaves with relatively long cycle times. Prestige Medical believes they will solve this problem with Optima®’s innovative design which is able to sterilise a full 6kg vacuum load in just 23 minutes. Optima is a considerable improvement on existing autoclaves with relatively long cycle times. Prestige Medical believes they will solve this problem with Optima®’s innovative design which is able to sterilise a full 6kg vacuum load in just 23 minutes.

Prestige Medical believes the new Optima autoclave will be a game changer, putting an end to long cycle times. Optima was specifically designed to meet the highest standards in instrument processing power! Prestige Medical believes its new Optima is exactly the right product at the right time.

For more information contact: Christine Brownes, Sales & Marketing Manager 01244 554 101 or email Christine brownes@prestigemedical.co.uk

Industry News

DentalAir

DentalAir is now categorised as a class I medical device.